ISSUED AT AGES 15 - 17
Driver’s Licences
(Including Headers: Instruction Permit - IP 1, Intermediate DL - IP 2, Graduated DL - DL3, and Driver’s Licenses)

ISSUED AT AGES 18 - 20
Driver’s Licences
(Including Headers: Graduated DL - DL3 and Driver’s Licenses)

On the Back Side of the Cards
Each type of card can have its own set of unique restrictions. The back sides of these cards give detailed information that the driver is required to follow in accordance with WV law.

NEW Security Feature
All new licenses and identification cards feature a Holographic overlay featuring the state with the beautiful New River Gorge bridge.

Field Details
1. Last Name
2. First and Middle Name
3. Date of Birth
4a. Issue Date
4b. Expiration Date
4d. License or ID Number
5. Inventory Control Number
8. Street Address
9. Class of License
9a. Endorsements*
12. Restrictions*
15. Sex
16. Height
17. Weight
18. Eye Color

* If any endorsements or restrictions exist, see the back of the card for details.
NEW Security Feature

All new licenses and identification cards feature a Holographic overlay featuring the state with the beautiful New River Gorge bridge.